Suzuki fz

For sale is my Suzuki FZ50 x. Left over from my projects please see my other items. Hi I'm
selling a suzuki fz It's in good condition and is still in its original bag. Collection only from
Delivered anywhere in UK please. Suzuki fz50 suzy owner's workshop manual hayne's. Very
good age related set of four front n back indicators. New old stock slight marks due to storage.
If you change your mind about a purchase before you have paid then please just let us know so
that we can cancel the transaction. Main book cover has damage but clean inside new old stock
slight marks due to storage. Suzuki fz50 Frame Spares Repair. Its the deal of the year! You need
this Suzuki fz50 Frame Spares, check the offer at Rushden with the new Suzuki fz50 oil pump
cover plastic - used. Engine turns, complete by the looks of it. Please read all description
provided as a guide before you bid. No dings or dents fits all u s a ; models. So you will get five
all together. Thank you for reading Feel free to check out our other items for sale -- Happy to
combine Postage, just request total at end of auction -- -- Grab yourself a bargain -- -- Used
headlight unit comes as photo has ignition in it but looks damaged no key no res will need
work. You are bidding on a tyre message me if you need any parts. Your returned products will
not be processed without a rma. Db electrical smu starter for motorcycle. Here is a new old
stock genuine suzuki sealed beam head light unit, the part is in new old stock condition. Please
expand the image to verify the quality. Smoke and pet free home. Combined postage discount
for multiple purchases. Refine your search suzuki intruder suzuki vs suzuki rv90 suzuki ap50
scooter suzuki intruder gn suzuki gp buell s3 thunderbolt honda vt shadow honda 70 suzuki
ts50 honda rebel parts suzuki b suzuki rv. Sort by most relevant Sort by highest price first Sort
by lowest price first Sort by newest results first Sort by oldest results first. All Used New. More
pictures. See complete description. Notify me before the end of the auction. Details: suzuki,
regions, rusty, bent, twisted, buyers, postage, quoted, mainland, scotland. Thanks Delivered
anywhere in UK. Amazon See price. Check out these interesting ads related to "suzuki fz50"
suzuki cs50 suzuki vl gse suzuki re5 suzuki ts suzuki ts honda rebel honda cg suzuki dr suzuki
sj honda vt rg mirror ap50 moped Check out the price evolution of the suzuki fz Details:
footrest, suzuki, clean, re-paint, drop, down, brackets, wants, spot, weld. Details: stroke, tank,
bottle, suzuki, yamaha, stood, ages, need, clean, require. If you change your mind about a
purchase before you have paid then please just let us know so that we can cancel the
transaction Delivered anywhere in UK. Details: frame, suzuki, spares, clearly, visible, looks,
solid, last, chance, arrange. Check out these interesting ads related to "suzuki fz50" suzuki
ts50x suzuki 50cc suzuki gn suzuki x1 suzuki freewind kawasaki zb. Very g Suzuki fz50 oil pump
cover plastic - used. Please read all description provided as a guide before you bid Felixstowe.
Thank you for reading Feel free to check out our other items for sale -- Happy to combine
Postage, just request total at end of auction -- -- Grab yourself a bargain -- -- -- Delivered
anywhere in UK. Delivered anywhere in UK. Your returned products will not be processed
without a rma Delivered anywhere in UK. Don't miss an opportunity! Auction 8 Fixed price
Amazon 10 eBay 8 Gumtree 1. Motorbikes 1 Scooter 1. Refine your search. Sort by. Sort by most
relevant Sort by most relevant. Sort by highest price first. Sort by lowest price first. Sort by
newest results first. Sort by oldest results first. All All. Your region. Ads on. Ad format. Vehicle
type. Year of publication. Show results Clear all filters. Add an alert. Refine by region. Add this
alert. We will send you an email notification. Cancel Notify me before the end of the auction. The
ad has been successfully added to your favourites. To find all your favourites, click here or in
the link 'my account' in the footer. Suzuki bikes price in India starts at Rs 70, for Suzuki Access ,
which is the cheapest model. Select a Suzuki motorcycle to find out its latest price,
specifications, offers, mileage, colors, images and more at BikeDekho. Searching for Suzuki
Scooters? From Shoguns and Samurais to Gixxers and Hayabusas , Suzuki has always had its
own fan following ever since it entered the country in the s. Just like Honda and Yamaha ,
Suzuki also wanted to gain inroads into the burgeoning Indian two-wheeler industry which was
witnessing a number of new products in the s. It was the norm for most of the foreign brands to
partner up with local companies and Suzuki joined the bandwagon too. The Japanese brand
entered into an agreement focussing on offering technical knowhow to TVS back in This
agreement helped the brand produce two-wheelers designed specifically for the Indian market.
At the time, it was a well-made decision for Suzuki because TVS was showing quite a healthy
growth and had just entered the world of motorsports The relationship was pretty symbiotic as
Suzuki offered accessible technology and TVS helped it gain inroads into the Indian market. The
marriage gave birth to numerous two-stroke pocket rockets in the 90s like the Suzuki Shogun
and the Samurai, which were some of the most preferred choices for enthusiasts apart from the
legendary Yamaha RX at that time. However, newer, more modern competition, lack of
competitive four-stroke products barring the Fiero and reportedly different business
perspectives led Suzuki parting ways with TVS in In , Suzuki re-entered the Indian two-wheeler
market as a wholly-owned subsidiary of Suzuki Japan. In the same year, Suzuki forayed into the

cc motorcycle segment with the Heat followed by the Zeus. Then in , Suzuki entered the cc
segment with the GSR. It was the only bike in its segment to be equipped with a sixth gear and
also a gear position indicator. However, none of these motorcycles made a lasting impact in the
Indian market. However, when it came to the scooter business, Suzuki has had quite a
successful innings. It launched its first scooter, the Access back in Its conservative design,
plush ride quality and fuel-efficient, reliable engine made it one of the most sought-after
scooters in its segment. Even today, it is the best-selling cc scooter in the Indian market. Suzuki
also dabbled in the quarter-litre premium segment with the launch of the Inazuma in It was the
first completely knocked down CKD bike in India. The motorcycle had one of the creamiest
engines of the time, and was perfect for highway touring. However, its styling was very
conservative and the high price tag of Rs 3. A few months later, Suzuki even slashed the price
by a massive Rs 1 lakh and even that did not make any impact on its sales. It was the first
Suzuki bike whose engine and chassis were developed specifically for India, so the Japanese
brand took its own sweet time to come up with a proper streetfighter but the wait was well worth
it. The Gixxer looked muscular yet elegant and packed well-engineered powertrain and
underpinnings, which made the motorcycle the best in its segment and was often considered as
the benchmark. The motorcycle was so popular that Suzuki finally decided to assemble it in
India in , reducing the price by a massive Rs 2 lakh. Even today, it is one of the most
value-for-money superbikes in the country with a stonking price of just Rs It was then followed
by the V-Strom , which is one of the most potent off-road-friendly middleweight ADVs in India.
After the Inazuma, Suzuki re-entered the quarter-litre segment with the all-new Gixxer SF a
couple of months ago. At the same time, the Japanese brand also updated the Gixxer SF with its
iteration. Recently, Suzuki also gave the Gixxer a much-needed overhaul in the form of the
Gixxer. It was pretty evident that Suzuki would introduce a naked variant based on the Gixxer
SF and the recently leaked brochure scans confirm its arrival too. We also expect Suzuki to
update the Access and launch a larger capacity scooter in the near future as well. A
bigger-engined Intruder is also on the cards. Amidst rising concerns of depleting fossil fuels,
the Indian government has been pushing towards electric mobility in the recent past. Suzuki
already has an electric vehicle project under development but it remains to be seen whether the
first product will be a motorcycle or a scooter. Expect Suzuki to showcase a couple of concepts
at the Auto Expo. Exciting times, indeed! Unofficial bookings are already underwayThe
Hayabusa is one of the most-awaited superbikes How different is the third-gen Hayabusa from
its predecessor? In these pandemic-hit times and the Does the Dhoom bike live up to all the
hype? Gets a comprehensive electronic suite. Comes equipped Can this affordable electric
scooter get you off internal combustion? BGauss is a relatively new en. Has Kabira managed to
nail the formula for exciting electric mobility? From the glorious sound of t. Can some new bits
and bobs make the funky Jawa roadster more appealing than before? It has been ove. Words by
Benjamin Gracias Photogra. This Is My Dream Bike and my dream will come true in short term.
This Is a fabulous bike. Overall satisfied with the scooter but need to work on mileage and
anti-skid also. The design should be improved. Worst disc brakes, I have ever seen. I had
accidents 2 times with this bike. Waste of money. Now I am using Suzuki access When I
compare with other scooters, Suzuki Read More. Mangaldas asked on 13 Feb The battery of
Suzuki Access is located in the front apron. Anindya asked on 22 Jan Suzuki Gixxer does offers
peppy engine with likeable performance along with In order to ride the bike on-road, it needs to
Home New Bikes Suzuki. Avg Rating for Suzuki Bikes and Scooters based on reviews. Suzuki
Access Rs. Based On 63 User Reviews. Contact Dealers. Suzuki Gixxer Rs. Based On 65 User
Reviews. Suzuki Gixxer SF Rs. Based On User Reviews. Suzuki Burgman Street Rs. Suzuki
Intruder Rs. Based On 79 User Reviews. Based On 38 User Reviews. Based On 3 User Reviews.
Suzuki Intruder Alert Me When Launched. Suzuki GSX S Suzuki Upcoming Bikes. Honda Activa
6G Rs. Suzuki Access vs Honda Activa 6G. Bajaj Chetak Rs. Honda Dio Rs. Suzuki Burgman
Street vs Honda Dio. Bikes Comparisons. Suzuki Showrooms in Top Cities. Search your city.
Recent News Expert Reviews. Feb 9, By Punya Sharma. Feb 6, By Pratik Bhanushali. Feb 5, By
Punya Sharma. Feb 5, By Manaal Mahatme. Suzuki News. From the glorious sound of t Feb 18,
By Manaal Mahatme. Jawa 42 2. Suzuki Expert Reviews. Suzuki Videos. By mayur. Suzuki
Access. By rahul jain. Overall Satisfied With The Scooter Overall satisfied with the scooter but
need to work on mileage and anti-skid also. By syed moyeenuddin. Suzuki Access Worst disc
brakes. By abid abdul. By srinivas rao koda. FAQ Latest Questions. Which is the lowest-priced
bike model in Suzuki? The lowest-priced model of Suzuki is the Suzuki Access with price 70,
Which is the highest-priced bike in Suzuki? What are the upcoming bikes from Suzuki? Which is
the most mileage efficient bike in Suzuki? Where is battery fitted? Mangaldas asked on 13 Feb
The battery of Suzuki Access is located in the front apron. By Bikedekho experts on 13 Feb
Answer View Answer. Anindya asked on 22 Jan Suzuki Gixxer does offers peppy engine with

likeable performance along with By Zigwheels on 22 Jan Is Suzuki cc faired bike available in
India? As of now, there are no cc fully faired Suzuki bike available in India. By Bikedekho
experts on 19 Jan Is it possible to ride the DR-Z50 on-road? Nishanth asked on 18 Jan Suzuki
DR-Z50 is not road legal. By Bikedekho experts on 18 Jan Suzuki access Mumbai Maharashtra
price Rajnikant asked on 16 Jan By Bikedekho experts on 16 Jan Upcoming Bikes. Yamaha XSR
Rs. Yamaha MT Rs. Yamaha WR R Rs. Discontinued Suzuki Bike Models. The Suzuki FZ50 was a
step-through commuter moped, described by a Motor Cycle News road tester in as "the most
attractive moped I've seen and must take the run-about class into a new area of perfection" with
"sporty alloy spoked wheels" but having small, "ineffective" legshields with footpegs, not
footboards. There were no pedals, unlike most Scooter, instead using a left-side-mounted
engine kick-start, normally found on larger machines, with a lock-out operated by the
handlebar-mounted rear brake lever. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Categories : Suzuki
motorcycles Motor scooters Two-stroke motorcycles Motorcycles introduced in Motorcycle
stubs. Hidden categories: All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced
statements from February All stub articles. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View
history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF
Printable version. Suzuki FZ This motorcycle, scooter or moped-related article is a stub. You
can help Wikipedia by expanding it. Skip to main content. Related: suzuki fa50 suzuki fz50
carburetor suzuki fz50 seat suzuki fz50 basket suzuki fz50 cylinder suzuki fz 50 moped. Include
description. Alpha Rider 8 Items 8. HM 15 Items Kawasaki 1 Items 1. Motion Pro 6 Items 6.
Suzuki Items Unbranded Items No Warranty 7 Items 7. Unspecified Length 51 Items Lifetime 2
Items 2. Not Specified Items New 6, Items 6, Used Items Not Specified 3 Items 3. Please provide
a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings 7, Accepts Offers 2, Auction Buy It Now 7, Item
Location. US Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Show only.
Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. Authenticity
Guarantee. More filters Any Free International Shipping. Gallery View Customize. Find the right
parts for your Suzuki FZ Enter Year Tell us about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Buy
It Now. Last one. Leave feedback about your eBay search experience - opens in new window or
tab. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of
date. See each listing for international shipping options and costs. The Suzuki FZ50 was a
noped made by Suzuki from Although it has small wheels, it falls into the "noped" category due
to its bare tube frame and use of pegs, as opposed to a floorboard. As opposed to the popular
Suzuki FA50 , the FZ50 didn't sell as well, mainly because it doesn't qualify as a moped in most
states. The stock engine generates 3. They are arguably better bikes than the FA50 due to the
higher horsepower rating, bigger carburetor, and the two speed automatic transmission. The
transmission holds ml of 10w Second gear engages at about 10mph. The FZ50 features oil
injection , a crude gas gauge on the tank, front and rear racks, plastic legshields, and 12" x 3.
The ride is very smooth thanks to leading-link front suspension and a beefy rear mono-shock.
Colors available were orange, red, black and blue. Therefore a few aftermarket parts do exist,
namely the Simonini expansion chamber exhaust, and a few larger bore, 45mm piston 59cc kits
exist. Common repair features for both of these mopeds are covered in detail. Performance
Tuning a Suzuki. Moped Wiki. Personal tools. Views Read View source View history. Jump to:
navigation , search. Categories : Moped Models Suzuki. This page was last edited on 1 February
, at Privacy policy About Moped Wiki Disclaimers. Make Suzuki. Model What else could you
possibly ask for?! This bike has just over 10, miles on the odometer. Mileage will go up as I ride
it occasionally. The Suzuki is both mechanically and visually immaculate. Only reason I'm
selling is to trade into a Yamaha FZ No free test rides without cash in hand. Feel free to contact
me through email or text. Thanks for looking! Relisted due to 2 non paying ebay bidders, both of
whom had over feedbacks but who scammed me. I would put their names on here but ebay will
not allow me to. Sellers, beware of alot of ebayers out there who try to scam you. Maybe there is
an honest ebayer out there????? Extremely rare bike becasue it was the 25th production bike in
!!! That's right, the 25th GT to roll off the line in !!! Only original miles!!!!! Bike is a vintage time
capsule!!!! GT The exhaust is exceptional and original. All parts are original to this bike. Yes, I
have the left side cover. I wanted to show it so you could see everything. The tires are excellent.
The bike starts and runs. Unrestored bike in unrestored original condition. Clear title in my hand
NOW. On May at PDT, seller added the following information: I am updating the listing with
important info. This bike has engine number GT This was the very first engine serial number in
!! That's right, the first one. And the frame is number GT and they began with GT so this frame
is the 25th one made in I encourage you to bid accordingly as I may decide to keep the bike due
to its rarity if bidding stays so low and no one cares about VIN numbers. Original scanner
unknown. Transcribed from scans of three pages; the scans are found in various places on the
internet. Some issues with this table: Each model in the original has the date code appended, e.

JR50C is listed in and years C and N with the same serial ranges. TSJ is listed twice in year J
with two sets of originating frame and engine numbers. GSM for year M is listed in year N. Some
numerals particularly 5, 6, and 8 are difficult to decipher from the scans. Make Yamaha. Model
FZ This engine has a unique power character. It provides outstanding low- to mid-range torque
with very linear throttle response, yet offers strong mid-high rpm pulling power as well. The
engine develops up to 50 foot pounds of torque and is designed to maximize riding excitement
in the real world. Crossplane Concept This 2-cylinder engine features Yamaha s Crossplane
Concept, degree crank that provides linear torque development in response to the rider s
throttle input. The FZ s in-line 2-cylinder engine provides linear torque development, smooth
torque characteristics and a strong feeling of acceleration in the low- to mid-rpm range along
with pulling power that extends to the mid-upper rpm range. Compact Frame Design A new
lightweight, diamond-type, backbone high tensile steel frame provides an optimized rigidity
balance for light, agile handling and stability. The engine is a stressed member of the chassis,
allowing a lighter, more compact main frame design. Sporty Chassis Dimensions The
wheelbase, seat height, fuel tank width, rake and other dimensions are all set to work with the
qualities of the compact 2- cylinder engine to achieve a sporty, light and neutral handling
character. The panel includes a digital bar-type tachometer display with gear position indicator,
digital speedometer, odometer, dual trip meters, fuel gauge, fuel reserve trip meter, clock,
instant and average fuel consumption and a range of warning and indicator lights. Model Fz She
is extremely clean. This bike is so much fun to ride. It's light, nimble, quick, looks really cool
and sounds awesome. I always received compliments every where I went. Look at the pictures, I
took better care of my bike than I took care of myself! All factory maintenance has been
performed and a transferable 5 Year Extended Warranty is included. I have cash in hand to
make up the difference to transfer the title. No test rides without a motorcycle license and cash
in hand. Not interested in trades. If you need help with financing I can help. Crossplane
ConceptThis 2-cylinder engine features Yamaha s Crossplane Concept, degree crank that
provides linear torque development in response to the rider s throttle input. Compact Frame
DesignA new lightweight, diamond-type, backbone high tensile steel frame provides an
optimized rigidity balance for light, agile handling and stability. Sporty Chassis DimensionsThe
wheelbase, seat height, fuel tank width, rake and other dimensions are all set to work with the
qualities of the compact 2- cylinder engine to achieve a sporty, light and neutral handling
character. Each one has undergone a complete 50 point inspection, oil and filter change and
Virginia state safety inspection. This specific unit is located at our Woodbridge location. Please
call for more information or to arrange for purchase. Specializing in the PowerSports industry
for over 50 years, we offer competitive, affordable finance programs. We use our new and
pre-owned lending power to offer the most competitive, affordable finance programs available
to our customers. Competitive Interest Rates starting at 4. We back all of our certified vehicles
with a warranty for up to 30 days or 1, miles whichever comes first unless clearly marked 'As Is'
or stated otherwise. Optional Extended Service Contract up to 36 months available on eligible
for models up to 5 years old. We have the largest selection of quality pre-owned inventory in the
DC Metro Area. Just ask us for more information. Model FZ 8. Displacement: CO2 - Carbon
dioxide emission Emission details: Three-way catalyst technology Chassis, suspension, brakes
and wheels Frame type: Diamond Rake fork angle : Overall height: 1, mm Financing available!
Huge thrills, exhilaration, fun and performance. It provides outstanding low- to mid-range torque
with very linear throttle response, yet has as strong mid-high rpm pulling power as well. This
2-cylinder engine features Yamaha s Crossplane Concept, degree crank that provides linear
torque development in response to the rider s throttle input. A new lightweight, diamond-type,
backbone high tensile steel frame provides an optimized rigidity balance for light, agile handling
and stability. The wheelbase, seat height, fuel tank width, rake and other dimensions are all set
to
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work with the qualities of the compact 2-cylinder engine to achieve a sporty, light and neutral
handling character. A newly designed lightweight, compact, full LCD instrument panel is
adopted. It provides outstanding low to mid-range torque with very linear throttle response, yet
has as strong mid-high rpm pulling power as well. Among the advantages of the in-line
2-cylinder engine are: 1 linear torque development, 2 smooth torque characteristics and a
strong feeling of acceleration in the low to mid rpm range, 3 pulling power that extends to the
mid-upper rpm ran. Model FZ Raven. Payson, AZ. Gresham, OR. Memphis, TN. Cripple Creek,
CO. Rock Springs, WY. Alamo, CA. Bucksport, ME. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
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